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Li Mei-shu spent thirty six years during the period of his artistic maturity on the restoration and decoration of the Sanxia Zushi temple.  As the designer/director of the project, Li working with the finest Taiwanese artists and craftsmen of the time undertook this grand project, which became the embodiment of their collective Taiwanese spirit.  This elaborate temple has often been called ‘a temple of Oriental art’ and has been regarded as the crystallisation of his aesthetic unity, realising ‘modernity’, ‘art’, and ‘Chineseness/Taiwaneseness’.  This temple has been the subject of considerable study from the stylistic and technical perspectives, however it has not been examined as an art work in the context of modern Taiwanese art history.  
  
Although, unfortunately, Li himself hasn’t clearly stated his aesthetic ideas for this project, it would be useful to introduce contextual study by analysing the immediate environment from which his aesthetic ideas and sensibilities were inculcated.  Li spent his formative training period in Japan during 1928-1934 in the midst of an environment in which various modern art movements imported from the West were being localised.  Some interpretation of Li’s ideas is possible by examining his teacher Okada Saburôsuke’s ideas on ‘lesser art’ as in the examples of his metal and leather crafts, as well as his concept of ‘decorative painting’ (sôshokuga) and architectural decoration as seen in his mural paintings.  It is also useful to review the ideas of ‘folk/popular art’ strongly articulated in the modern European Arts & Crafts movements which prevailed in Japanese modern society at the time when Okada was actively leading the art world and Li was studying.  This paper is an attempt to investigate Li Mei-shu’s appropriation of ‘modernity’ and his vernacularism in relation to the issue of the transfer of modernism from Europe, through Japan and Taiwan, as well as the issue of Taiwanese identities.

Decorative Art as Art
The Sanxia Zushi temple is a serious work of ‘decorative’ art by artists. (slide)  Li directed, designed and occasionally even had a hand in its art work.  The temple has the traditional five-gate three-court structure and decorative space for wood and stone carvings which are, in general, in the traditional Southern Chinese style of the late Qin dynasty as in the example of Meng Jia Long Shan Si.  The themes for decoration are from Chinese history through epic stories, philosophy with moral teaching stories (eg. The Story of the Three Kingdoms, The Twenty-Four Stories of Filial Piety, Confucius, Laozi) and auspicious Chinese symbols.  All of which are fairly conventional choice for Taiwanese temples of folk religion.  However Li’s way of rendering the decoration is far from stylised.  For example, the four copper statues guarding the god of the Zushi temple in the middle court are realistic in terms of their facial expressions, body proportions, muscles and gravity.  They are western-style sculptures and their design is obviously based on the anatomical study of western art training.​[1]​  Another example is a set of doors at the front main gate which are made of copper with a relief of two warrior guardians and four Buddhist guardian deities, instead of wooden doors with traditional painting.  His choice of a material that would last semi-permanently was already pointed out as an innovative element​[2]​, but the characteristic that makes these doors modern is his choice of art form with a western sculptural and decorative sense.  The human figures are more realistic and more three dimensional than conventionally painted figures.​[3]​  The drapery of the costume, the cloud and elongated swirl to the top at the background have the organic linear design of the Art Nouveau style which associates copper and silver jewellery in the French Art Nouveau style at the turn of the century. (slide, comparison with French Art Nouveau work)  He also commissioned contemporary Taiwanese painters to design a wall panel.  These painters included Lin Yushan, Guo Xuehu, Chen Jin, Chen Jinhui, Chen Huikum, all of who trained in the modern institutional art schools, either in the Japanese-style or western-style during the Japanese colonial time.  His ideal for decorative art to be treated equally with fine art can be seen everywhere in this temple.          

It would be useful to trace Li Mei-shu’s ideas of ‘decorative art as fine art’ back to those of his teacher and a painter Okada Saburôsuke.  Okada was one of the first generation Japanese western-style painters who, like Kuroda Seiki, studied under Raphaël Collin, whose style was in the transitional mode, between the classic portrait paintings with a mixture of impressionism. (slide painting by Collin)  It is based on concept, composition and anatomical studies of bodies, characteristic of institutionalised training, which interact with decorative elements created by a natural ambience depicting abundant colours and outdoor lighting.  Miura Atsushi described Collin’s distinct decorativeness in his paintings as characterised by an ‘elegant and sweet feminine beauty, a delicate sensibility and sophistication, the coexistence of realism and decorativeness, a subtle lyricism and is composed of pale colours as if veiled’.​[4]​  Collin developed his decorative style in his early years of working at the studio of Théodore Deck, decorating ceramic plates.  Collin was also well-known as a collector of Japanese art, in particular, ceramics, from which he seems to have been greatly inspired by the decorative aspect of Japanese art. (slide Oriental background)  Okada brought back this style of Collin which he combined with a Japanese sense of decorativeness in his work, and became as well-known as his teacher in his portraitures of women.  Okada’s masterpieces include ‘Genroku no Omokage (Reminiscence of Genroku Period)’ (1904), ‘Shinaginu no Mae (Against the Chinese Dress)’ (1920) (slide), ‘Ayame no Koromo (Dress with Irises)’ (1927) (slide in comparison with Collin’s Floréal).  The way he realistically depicts the softness, smoothness and transparency of the women’s body by delicate touches of brush and colour rouses eroticism and lyricism.  The figure is painted in a rigorous academic portrait style in respect of its composition and anatomical studies but also with opulent decorative details.  He has tried to incorporate decorative elements from bijinga or the traditional prints and paintings in the Japanese context.  The intricate texture and design of Kimono costumes, small accessories and the gold background which associates with a traditional gold screen, fan and gold makie lacquer, involve decorative elements in line with the Rinpa school developed since 17th century by Ogata Kôrin and Kenzan.  His detailed attention particularly to fabric also reflects his enthusiasm as a collector of Oriental fabrics which had developed since he returned from France.​[5]​  As Hashitomi Hiroki pointed out, Okada’s immediate concern at that time was to create an original style of oil painting with Japanese taste.​[6]​  The essence of the Japanese taste, Okada thought, was in its decorativeness.  He successfully established his original hybrid style combining western academic ideas with Japanese decorative elements.  

In addition to the integration of decorative elements into his paintings, Okada’s inclination towards ‘decorative art’ is apparent in his craft works.  Okada has developed a great interest in actual creation of decorative works since his student days in France.  He created leather and metal crafts which were featured in one of the leading art magazine Bijutsu Shinpô in 1911, in an article which introduced Okada as a ‘lesser art artist’.  He exhibited a tobacco box of carved leather with an inlaid silver relief of a lion, a leather folder with Greek muse design, a copper relief of a dandelion design and a carved leather of an owl design framed in silver relief.​[7]​(slide)  This copper relief reminds us of Greek coins but is also in the style of Art Nouveau.  Okada’s metal works also have characteristics in common with Li’s copper relief doors in the Zushi temple.  Another of his craft works is, a set of three leather photo albums with inlaid Greek Roman style panels made of ivory and bronze as well as a carved wooden box with inlaid silver relief panel with a design from the Greek patterns and mythology.​[8]​(slide)  Okada was seriously interested in ‘applying fine art to crafts.’​[9]​  He enthusiastically promoted zuan (pattern/design), being involved as a judge for Nôten.  Nôten is an official exhibition of craft/design which started in 1913 as a counterpart of Bunten, an official fine art exhibition.​[10]​  The term zuan was created in 1873 at the time of the Vienna International Exhibition as a translation of ‘design’.  However zuan was a transitional term on the path towards dezain, which was generally used to describe two dimensional pattern drawings by painters for craft. It was regarded as an extension of art until around the 1920s when commercial art became established and a limited form of product design began to emerge.​[11]​  Okada declared the need for studies on applied arts, such as the publication of books on textiles,​[12]​ and promoted ‘good design (zuan)’, demanding ‘artistic vitality’ and an ‘independent quality of art close to paintings.’​[13]​  The training used for students of fine art was recommended for decorative and zuan artists.  Okada believed that a good zuan comes from studying live objects and drawing realistic details, from simplification of the essential characteristics and creatively adapting to the functional requirements of a wide range of materials including fabric, wall paper and fans.​[14]​  

Okada’s keen interest in ‘decorative art’ seems to have also been inspired by the modern French attitude to ‘decorative art’ which was ‘discovered’ as ‘art’ by artists.  Japanese prints and decorative art were the major discoveries of the Impressionists and collectors in the late 19th century.  Japanese art brought a sense of modernity in that decorative art and fine art cross paths.  Okada’s teacher Collin was also known to be an admirer of Japanese prints and a collector of Japanese pottery.  That is Okada’s French inspired idea of ‘decorative art’ also imbibed elements of Japanese art, and a successful marriage of French academic art and Japanese decorative art was made possible.  In the case of Okada and Collin the key factor that made the art ‘modern’ was the amalgamation of the Japanese sense of ‘decorativeness’ with western realism.  Consequently, Okada’s seriousness about ‘decorative art’ must have passed onto Li and I see Li’s temple project to be in line with this ‘decorative’ modern art movement developed through the cultural transfer between France, Japan and Taiwan.   


‘Folk/Popular Art’: John Ruskin, William Morris and the Arts & Crafts movement
The Sanxia Zushi temple revered the deified hero warrior of the southern Song dynasty, who has been a guardian of the ordinary Taiwanese people.  It is a place for this folk religion which was localised in the Fujian province and Taiwan for about three hundred years, mixing elements from Confucianism, Daoism and Buddhism.  It has also been a place for folk art with the collaborative work of skilful carpenters, stone masons, wood carvers, painters and so on.  The temple embodies folk religion and art.  

In the West, John Ruskin and William Morris articulated and visualised the strong nexus between folk religion and art.  Ruskin provided the moral dimension to art by combining the idea of ‘folk’ and ‘popular’ with art, with particular examples of architectural decoration.  Ruskin theorised that honest craftsmanship backed by craftsmen’s deep belief in morals and religion create the free, inventive and supreme quality of decorative art exemplified in Gothic art.  He also believed that Nature in the sense of being equivalent to God, was a source of design.  This became the powerful theoretical basis for the belief that good design is created by sketching Nature, as can be seen in the cases of Okada and the other zuan artists of that time. (slide Ruskin’s sketch and Morris’s willow) 

However, the artistic thread and moral dimensions of handmade crafts came more importantly from Morris.  As the earnest follower of Ruskin, Morris’s ideas about art is specifically centred on ‘folk art’ which exists in ordinary people’s living space and has been used daily.  He admired handmade crafts made by artisans and craftsmen, which make use of local materials and show motifs of plants and flowers locally available in the English gardens and fields.  Not only did he convincingly talk about the aesthetic quality of this newly discovered ‘folk art’, but also he made connections between their beauty and a society in which artisans and craftsmen possessed a healthy body and soul.  The ultimate quality of art, according to Morris is expressed in ‘folk art’ as the craftsman’s expression of pleasure in his labour.  

The ideas of Ruskin and Morris had a profound influence in Japan, from the late 19th to the early 20th century.  This was the time when Japan was transforming its society to a modern democratic nation.  The watercolour movement at the turn of the century initiated by Ruskinian watercolourists developed watercolour as a popular art and a national art.  Popular subjects depicting Japanese land and mountainscape were fuelled by the popular modern sport of mountaineering which was deeply romanticised by Ruskinian ideas of nature as art created by God.  During the surge of socialism in the 1920-30s, art of/for ordinary people became one of the central issues.  Christian socialism, peasant art and folk art movements led by Kagawa Toyohiko, Yamamoto Kanae, Miyazawa Kenji and Yanagi Sôetsu were greatly inspired by the ideas of Ruskin and Morris, particularly in respect of ‘popular’ and ‘folk’ art.​[15]​  Ruskin and Morris’s ideas became the foundation for modern artists trained in the art institution to experiment in creating crafts and zuan as art work which led to the development of the studio crafts.  Li’s interest in ‘decorative art’ in a temple of folk religion can also be seen to be in line with Ruskin’s and Morris’s ideas, in his grand scheme embodying Taiwanese folk belief and the moral dimension within art. 


National Public Art
The idea of ‘popular’ and ‘folk’ also entailed a sense of ‘nation’ and national identity.
Ruskin’s idea of art as a reflection of society, exponent of the social, political and ethical dimensions​[16]​ which was associated with English Gothic architecture and socialist England under the protection of St. George.  Morris’s idea of folk art also combined with revived medieval legend of the Arthurian romance and English plants and flowers marked a strong sense of ‘Englishness’.  The idea of ‘popular/folk’ and the national identity was also combined in the West from the late 19th century international exhibitions to the modern national design movement in the early 20th century.​[17]​

The Zushi temple is a temple of Taiwanese folk art and religion, but also a public building which realised a sense of the dominant cultural identity of ‘Chineseness’ combined with vernacular Taiwaneseness.  For example, ‘Chineseness’ is represented by depicting legendary heroes and related epic stories, sages and related moral teachings. This ‘Chineseness’ reflects the modern politico-cultural discourse of the ‘Confucian state’ propagated under the KMT as part of its nationalising programme during the post-war period.​[18]​  ‘Chineseness’ is also represented by decorative elements from folk culture which traditionally have auspicious meanings.  Meanwhile, on the other hand, ‘Taiwaneseness’ is represented by the object of local folk religion, the Zushi guardian, by the architectural style, the elaborate use of wood carvings, and the animals and plants associated with Taiwanese local life and folk art.  The designs depicting animals, plants and flowers which are used in great numbers and variety throughout the temple, represent both Chineseness and Taiwaneseness.  In addition to four sacred animals (the qilin, phoenix, turtle, dragon), twelve Chinese zodiac animals, fish and shrimp which are traditionally common to Chinese folk art, new motifs reflecting Taiwanese local life and habitat such as squid, octopus, heron and pangolin are creatively used for the stone relief designs.​[19]​  The column of ‘hundred birds morning plum’ includes various Taiwanese native birds as well as birds from outside Taiwan.  They are depicted realistically but are probably simplified versions of the original sketches, and their naturalistic and organic manner can be linked with the Arts & Crafts style of the Morris school and its matured style Art Nouveau.  The Chineseness and Taiwaneseness are therefore expressed in the western modern style.   

Li’s teacher Okada was also actively involved in the national/public project.  His project consisting of theatre design, interior design and mural paintings for public architecture warrant a special attention.  Okada created a background painting for the set of Orpheus and Eurydice by Gluck, the first opera performed in Japan at the Tokyo School of Music, (1903)​[20]​, a ceiling painting for the Ueno Triumphal Arch (1905)​[21]​, an interior design for the imperial palace (1906), a background painting for the Shintomiza theatre (1907)​[22]​ and Meijiza theatre (1908), a mural painting for the Kôjunsha theatre (1910)​[23]​ (slide), a mural painting for the VIP lounge in the Imperial Theatre in Tokyo (1911)​[24]​ and a mural painting for the Taiwan Colonial-Governor’s new office building (1919).  

As noted by numerous scholars, the influence on Japanese mural painters like Okada came from the French mural painting style which had been dominated by Puvis de Chavanne’s static and stylised composition such as ‘The Sacred Grove Adored by the Arts and Muses’ (1885) in the Lyon Fine Art Museum ​[25]​ (slide) as well as Collin’s Chavannesque fresco like texture such as in the mural and ceiling paintings in the Paris Opera Comique (1899).​[26]​ (slide)  As Kuraya Mika pointed out, mural paintings were also an important modern style for the first-generation of Japanese western-style painters including Kuroda Seiki, Okada Saburôsuke and Wada Eisaku.  They realised the French Academy style ‘compositional art’ (kôsôga) within the new public building space as well as to expressing a decorativeness which combined European and Japanese paintings.  It effectively transplanted the ‘proper’ French academy style in Japan in terms of technique, media as well as the social context of art.  Mural paintings were part of public projects in which artists could demonstrate their mission for national and social contribution.

Among these public project, the most visible connection between nation and art was expressed in the Ueno Triumphal Arch.(slide)  According to Hashizume Shinya, the triumphal arches began to be built in Japan after the Sino-Japanese War around 1895 and acquired popularity in the public domain after the Russo-Japanese War around 1905.  They were modelled after the French triumphal arches and symbolised a modern sense of ‘nation’ while on the surface offered a noble example of western architecture​[27]​.  The one in Ueno, a well-known grand military-related national project, was designed and decorated by the staff and students of the top Japanese art academy, the Tokyo School of Art.  It was a modern project combining national interest with art.  Okada designed and painted the ceiling of this arch with his students.  They depicted goddesses from Greek mythology: the goddess of victory with a laurel crown in her hands, the goddess of peace with a fruit feeding a dove and the goddess of harmony with a trumpet in the east side, the goddess of honour with a globe on her palm, the goddess of loyalty accompanied by a dog, the goddess of friendship. Twigs and leaves of oak and olive trees are painted at the four corners of the ceiling.  The letters ‘Humanity’ and ‘Justice’ were also inscribed.​[28]​  Japanese nationalism was thus expressed in perfect French neo-classicism.      

Regarding the subject of the decoration of the national public project, there are two styles.  One is Greek mythology and the other is the newly created Japanese mythology.  The popular theme of public mural paintings in France was Greek mythology, a symbol for the foundation of European history and culture.  From his metal crafts through the public mural works Okada frequently used Greek mythology for his design.  Okada’s mural entitled ‘the Nine Muses’ for the Kôjunsha theatre (1910) is yet another example depicting Apollo in the centre and the nine muses:Urania, Erato, Thalia, Terpsichore, Euterpe, Clio, Calliope, Polyhymnia, Melpomene who are all related to art and music.​[29]​  Okada seems to have regarded the French neo-classicism which was frequently used for modern national projects as also appropriate for the Japanese modern national project.  This can be interpreted as Okada’s intention of directly transferring the European modern ideology, but another interpretation is also possible.  A critical discourse examining the analogy between Greek and Japanese art had prevailed since Japanese art was ‘discovered’ in late 19th century Europe.  The analogy was made on an account of their fanatical belief in Nature realised through a sincerity of attitude towards Nature and the ‘power of delineating natural forms with simplicity’ to capture its ‘freshness’.​[30]​  Japanese art was often regarded as a kind of living Greek art representing the ‘beautiful vanished world of Greek culture.’​[31]​  In Japan, too, as Inoue Shôichi’s studies suggest, since an influential American aesthetic philosopher, Earnest F. Fenollosa and English Designer Christopher Dresser visited Japan and observed Japanese art in connection with the Middle Eastern and Greek art in the 1880s, the Japanese-Greek connection was seriously articulated by the Japanese until around the period of 1910-20.​[32]​  It symbolises the Japanese admiration for Western civilization and Japan’s quest for a cultural root shared with the West.  Okada’s use of Greek mythology as motives overlaps exactly with this period, therefore it can also be interpreted as his adoption of this Japanese-Greek connection.  Curiously enough, Li also integrated some Greek designs in the Zushi temple as in the acanthus design on the stone carving of the frieze on the ceiling (slide) as well as on the Corinthian capital.(slide)  It is ultimately difficult to speculate on Li’s intention because of our limited understanding of the context of the Taiwan/Greek connection.  This is a topic which, in my view, requires further study.  

In contrast, other contemporaries of Okada who contributed to the national public project tried to create a new national myth tailor-made for Japan, instead of adopting Greek mythology as a motif.  For example, Wada Eisaku derived his inspiration from ancient Japanese mythology for the ceiling painting of the Imperial Theatre in Tokyo which depicts flying Japanese angels inspired by the Noh drama programme ‘Hagoromo’.  This is based on ancient mythology, featuring Japanese angels, doves, swallows flying in the blue sky and scattered roses.  The Tenpyô period (710-794), the period which is regarded as the peak of the classic Japanese art, is represented by the Angeles’ costume.  Matching the French Renaissance-Baroque style building, the ceiling painting is also in the same style but makes use of a Japanese motif. (1911) (slide)  He also created mural painting in the dining room depicting the twelve month calendar of traditional scenes of sports and festivals from the 8th century to the present (1911).  The motif is Japanese folk life and customs in which Wada reconstructed the Japanese collective historical memory and a sense of ‘nation’.​[33]​  (slide)  Kuroda’s mural work in the lounge of Tokyo railway station entitled ‘Delicacies from the Sea, Delicacies from the Land’ (Umi no Sachi, Yama no Sachi) (1914) also created a sense of ‘national power’ by depicting Japanese modern industries.​[34]​  They transplanted the ‘compositional and historical art’ of the French Academy style into the new public building space, while at the same time trying to create a new Japanese myth and identity suitable for the modern nation. 


Conclusion: Li Mei-shu’s Sanxia Temple as National Public Art and a Symbol of Modern Taiwanese Identity
Li Mei-shu appropriated ‘modernity’ in the Zushi temple in various ways.  He took ‘decorative art’ as seriously as Okada Saburôsuke and his predecessors the Western artists and theorists of the modern period.  For Okada, creating an original artistic ‘decorative art’ was modern both in the Western sense as well as in the Japanese sense.  In the cross roads of Japanese art and French art, Okada found the direction for Japanese modernity by combining the Japanese decorative sensibility with the Western fine art academy concept and the modern Western ‘decorative art’ under the influence of Japonisme.  For Li, too, ‘decorative art’ was a key for finding Taiwanese modernity.   He also combined Chinese/Taiwanese art with the Western fine art academy concept with particular emphasis on the traditional skills in wood and stone carving.  Like his contemporary Japanese painters, Li also clearly visualised ‘modernity’ in the form of the architectural decoration of the temple of folk religion by combining the concepts of ‘folk/popular’, and ‘nation’; that is ‘Chineseness’ and ‘Taiwaneseness’ in Li’s definition.   

Li’s idea of modernity seems to have developed from the Japanese idea of modernity which was filtered and appropriated by the Okada and the leading Japanese modern artists.  In a way, he adopted the Japanese sense of modernity, but made use of  vernacular materials within the Taiwanese context.  In the Zushi temple, we can see Li’s reconstruction of modern Taiwanese vernacularity from the modern ideas of ‘decorative art’, ‘folk/popular’, and ‘nation’ which were transferred from Europe and refracted via Japan.  This ‘refracted’​[35]​ modernity created rich ideas about Taiwanese vernacularism and the national identity.  It not only formed Li’s concept of Taiwanese vernacular identity, but also enabled him to adopt foreign decorative elements, including those derived from Greek, French and Japanese cultures, which coexist with Chinese and Taiwanese elements.  Li expressed a modern Taiwanese identity centred on  traditional Chinese culture with Taiwanese vernacular culture, yet he mapped this new Taiwanese identity in terms of global cultures.  As symbolised in the column of ‘hundred birds morning plum’, Taiwanese/Chineseness is represented by the plum which is the Taiwanese national flower, as well as being associated with Chinese art, while other nations are represented by a hundred birds.   
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